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INTRODUCTION

Poland’s economic ascent is remarkable. After transitioning from communism, Poland’s per capita GDP growth was fast and stable averaging about 4 percent per year. The country moved from middle to high-income status in less than 15 years. The economy expanded rapidly: two-parts perspiration (investment) and one-part inspiration (innovation). And prosperity was shared. Jobs and income growth were broad-based, and lagging regions have been catching up. Throughout these changes, the income inequality coefficient—the Gini—did not increase. Poland has one of the lowest Gini coefficients among countries that have become high-income since 2000—the “new high-income countries” (HICs). It also has one of the lowest internal regional variations in GDP per capita.

How did Poland do this? After the “big bang” reforms of the transition from communism, Poland got the institutions right, namely the rule of law, property rights, democratic accountability, and basic market institutions1. It then used EU accession and membership to reinforce them. A widely-shared vision of a socially responsible market economy provided policy consistency and continuity. Sound macroeconomic policies provided stability and resilience. Poland was the only European country to record positive growth in 2008—the year of the global crisis—and completely avoid a banking sector crisis. Concurrently, the country successfully connected to global and regional markets, while ensuring competition at home—in this way, it got the prices right. Because of market competition, resources were reallocated more efficiently across sectors, between firms, and within firms, leading to efficiency gains. Labor productivity rose fast, as Poland reformed its education system, raising quality at one of the fastest rates in the OECD in the last decade and providing access across income groups and regions. Equally impressive, infrastructure improvements, supported by generous EU structural funds, were seen all across the country; the length of motorways has almost quadrupled since the transition.

This report discusses Poland’s experience along five dimensions. These five dimensions—a pentagon of policies and institutions—are governing, sustaining, connecting, growing, and including (Figure 1). The main lessons from Poland and the key insights for its future, based on this pentagon, are summarized in Box 1 and detailed in the remainder of this overview.

Figure 1. The Pentagon of Policies to Assess Poland’s Experience

---

1 Institutions are defined as the organizations and rules that enforce and implement policies. Basic market institutions include rules with respect to price and product liberalization, entry and exit of firms, regulation, corporate governance, and international trade and foreign direct investment.
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Box 1 Main lessons from Poland and key insights for Poland

LESSONS:

Governing:

1. Get the institutions right—economic, but also political and guide reform with a shared vision. In Poland’s case, a shared policy vision of a market economy characterized by solidarity was accompanied by remarkable policy continuity, spanning 17 democratically elected governments since the transition.

2. Sequence reforms properly. For Poland, rapid liberalization was quickly followed by the creation of a support structure of basic democratic institutions at local and national level – so as to create political consensus for deeper economic institutional change, while using EU accession as an anchor.

Sustaining:

3. Ensure macroeconomic stability. Poland did this through a rules-based but flexible fiscal framework that limited deficit and debt, and a flexible exchange rate that was backed up by a credible inflation-targeting monetary policy.

4. Mind the financial sector. Poland's effective restructuring, regulating and supervising of the financial sector ensured that banking crises were avoided.

Connecting:

5. Increase firm productivity and competitiveness. Poland did this through rapid, but sequenced, integration: cutting tariffs first to help markets “get the prices right”, then tackling the more complex soft infrastructure in advance of EU accession, and finally making the most of EU hard infrastructure funds to connect domestic and external markets.

6. Connect to markets. Poland did this through participating in global value chains (GVCs), linking it to global markets.

Growing:

7. Use markets well to reallocate resources as the country grows. Poland balanced factor accumulation – “perspiration” – and technological improvement – “inspiration” – by allowing market forces to continuously reallocate resources between sectors (structural transformation), within sectors (rewarding efficient and punishing inefficient firms) and within firms (adopter better management and new technology).

8. Invest in human capital. Poland did this with focused reforms and investments, resulting in large gains in educational performance.

Including:

9. Provide opportunity. Poland ensured broad-based access to quality education across income groups and regions.

10. Increase business opportunities, but also earnings. Poland’s competitive and open markets provided business opportunities for firms and jobs for workers, but this was also complemented with regular raises in the minimum wage.

INSIGHTS:

Governing:

1. Invest in transparent and accountable governance. Sustaining prosperity requires making the public service more client oriented, less corrupt, more transparent and more efficient, including by involving citizens more directly in the policy making and public service delivery process.

2. Improve institutional resilience. Boosting the economy’s ability to innovate and sustain high growth needs strengthening the rule of law; regulatory quality; voice and accountability; and the capacity to design, implement and evaluate policies.

Sustaining:

3. Create fiscal space as a buffer to support counter-cyclical policies, to deal with aging and to sustain investment when EC structural funds decline.

4. Ramp up national savings by strengthening individual incentives to save, increasing the availability of saving instruments and developing local capital markets.

Connecting:

5. Move up the global value chain by improving the business environment for more sophisticated tasks and closing the hard infrastructure gap so as to base competitiveness on quality rather than cost.

6. Maximize the contribution of immigrants to the economy, offsetting the negative impact of aging by implementing programs such as formalizing immigration, reducing discrimination in the workplace, and improving the process for recognizing foreign credentials.

Growing:

7. Boost innovation through greater investment in research and development (R&D), cooperation between academia and the private sector, technological parks and clusters, new financial instruments, high-speed broadband, and a conducive environment for business online.

8. Support growth in services by removing barriers to competition and promoting technological diffusion through enhanced use of ICT.

Including:

9. Improve labor incomes by reducing segmentation of the labor market, better balancing job security and labor market flexibility, and supporting workers in their job transitions.

10. Strengthen the social compact by implementing a more progressive tax system, improved social assistance programs and providing quality education and health care to low-income groups.
Poland’s rapid economic ascent created new challenges: the creative destruction on which the growth process was based, successfully, caused massive social change. For instance, workers moved from farms to factories and then to offices, with a significant increase in temporary or “junk” contracts and relatively limited social assistance. Together with the automation trend and its adverse impact on low-skilled jobs, a significant segment of working-class families now faces heightened anxiety and uncertainty about their future.

In addition, there is frustration among those favored by the economic trends. People’s aspirations and perceptions grow as welfare improves: catching up with established HICs, and in particular its western neighbors, is perceived to be frustratingly slow by many. This includes catching up on governance—the government needs to move faster on effectiveness and improve accountability to stakeholders and citizens1. And it does not help that, as in the rest of Europe, there has been a loss in confidence in the EU, a key support of the Polish social compact for reforms in the past.

Looking ahead, the Report provides several insights for Poland. First, better governing is needed to build more trust in government by making public services more client-oriented, less corrupt, more transparent, and more efficient, and involving citizens more directly in governing and public service delivery. Second, sustaining sound macroeconomic policies will now need to include creation of fiscal space to deal with the increasing pressures coming from population aging and the inevitable decline of EC structural funds for investment, as well as from a more uncertain global context in future. Third, connecting the country to allow citizens to continue reaping the benefits of trade and integration implies ramping up investments in the appropriate hard and soft infrastructure. At the same time, the stance on migration can be more inclusive. Fourth, continuing to grow robustly will mean moving Poland up the global value chain by focusing on the quality of products and services and supporting innovation in a more concerted way. Finally, better including all citizens means continuing to expand investment in quality education and health care for all; striking a better balance between job security and labor market flexibility; supporting workers between jobs, targeting social spending to aging and vulnerable parts of population; and increasing the progressivity of the tax system. Overall, Poland’s vibrant political institutions need to work on (re-)building a broad consensus on the vision and economic strategy for the country. The challenges just outlined need to be met, while ensuring the long-term policy continuity that has served it so well in the past.

The Report addresses two sets of questions. First, what are the lessons from Poland’s transition to high-income? What policies were behind Poland’s economic achievements? Why was Poland able to achieve high-income per capita so fast, while many other countries remained in the upper-middle-income range for decades—“trapped middle-income countries (MICs)”? What policies were similar to those pursued by other new HICs and what were specific to Poland? And second, what are the insights for Poland going forward? Given international experience and Poland’s characteristics, what policies could it adopt to continue its ascent and reach the much higher income levels of countries that have been high income for a considerable period—“established HICs”?

The pages that follow try to answer these questions. They first discuss the methodology used to define benchmark countries groups. Then they discuss the reasons for Poland’s economic success and suggest policies for Poland to sustain rapid income growth in the coming years. A final section concludes.

Box 2. The Middle-Income Trap

The World Development Report 2012 showed that only 13 of 101 middle-income economies in 1960 had graduated to high income by 2008, leading to the use of the term “middle-income trap” and to an extensive literature on the topic. But some authors like Bulman, Eden and Nguyen (2014) question the existence of such a trap, arguing that countries experience slowdown in growth at different per capita income levels. However in a recent review of the literature, Gill and Kharas (2015:10–11) concluded that:

“a “trap” is characterized by a context where growth is below potential. Such traps can exist at all income levels, from low to upper income, but may well be different in nature at different income levels. If the purpose of defining a middle-income trap is to help policy makers in middle-income countries frame policy choices in the right way, then it is useful to describe those choices that are particularly pertinent to middle-income countries.”

In such a spirit, this report attempts to learn more about the policies that helped new HICs gradu- ate from upper MIC to HIC. It does so by benchmarking Poland’s experience with that of other countries that made a smooth transition to the HIC group (the “new” HICs) and comparing it with that of those countries that remained upper MIC for more than two decades (“trapped” MICs).

Several methodologies are employed to determine if a country crosses the trap threshold over time. The World Bank’s Atlas methodology ranks countries according to their GNI per capita in current dollars and based on thresholds set in 1987 that are adjusted for inflation. Its shortcomings are the brevity of the time series and its sensitivity to exchange rate volatility. Felipe (2012) therefore uses GDP per capita at purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates (from Maddison 2010) to rank countries, and recalculates the income thresholds that best match those of the World Bank Atlas with a longer data series. This report employs both methodologies (although it uses the Maddison tables of the Conference Board updated to 2014 using 2011 PPP, rather than 1990 PPP, which provides results similar to using Felipe 2012 but not identical). It considers as high-income any country that has reached that status according to the Atlas or the Felipe method- ology. Trapped MICs are those that spent more than 20 years in the upper-middle-income range without reaching HIC status.

A few adjustments are made to these calculations. To limit the incidence of countries shifting back and forth between MIC and HIC status, a country is considered HIC only after it has remained at that level for three consecutive years. To limit the impact of idiosyncratic factors that may disproportionally affect outcomes in very small countries, only countries with populations exceeding 3 million in 2014 are considered. Finally, countries exceptionally well-endowed in natural resources (those with natural wealth in excess of $20,000 per capita in 2005 per World Bank 2011) are also excluded. These countries face special circumstances, and were extensively reviewed in the report “Diversified Development” by Van Eeghen et al. (2014).

What Are Trapped MICs, New HICs, and Established HICs?

Three groups of countries constitute the universe considered here: Trapped MICs, new HICs, and established HICs. Trapped MICs are countries that have spent more than the average amount of time in the upper-middle-income range (Box 2). Identified here as trapped MICs are Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Iran, Mexico, Romania, and Turkey. By contrast, the new HICs took less than 20 years in the upper-middle-income range. These are: Chile, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Korea, Malaysia, Poland, the Slovak Republic, and Uruguay. Established HICs are countries that have maintained a growth rate above 2 percent since entering HIC status: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Finland, Hong Kong SAR China, Ireland, Israel, and Singapore. The idea of countries being stuck in a “middle-income trap” is derived from the observation that challenges change as a country develops and unless policies and institutions also change profoundly to adapt to the new challenges, economies grow below potential and incomes per capita stagnate.
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A SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE TRANSITION TO HIGH INCOME STATUS

1 Governance is the process through which state and non-state actors interact to design and implement policies, within a given set of formal and informal rules that shape, and are shaped by, power.
Poland escaped the middle-income trap and entered the HIC group in the mid-2000s, after spending less than 15 years in the upper middle-income group. In the 1990s, GDP per capita levels in Poland were similar to those in the trapped MICs (Argentina, Mexico, Romania, and Turkey), but they have since diverged sharply (Figure 2). By the 2000s, Poland had achieved per capita levels comparable to those of Hungary and just below those of the Czech Republic — both countries had been significantly richer than Poland in 1990.

LESSONS FROM POLAND’S PAST
In pursuit of its vision of a socially responsible market economy, Poland quickly got its political and economic institutions right, through successful sequencing and external anchoring of its reform agenda. Poland first liberalized the economy with a ‘Big Bang’ economic reform. It then performed the political reform required to create consensus for the much deeper second phase of economic reforms. It did so by creating more inclusive political institutions through the democratization of national and local governments and creating the basic political institutions of good governance while using EU accession as an anchor. By many measures, Poland is now close to achieving levels of governance of the established HICs, and well above levels in trapped MICs (Figure 3).

This section outlines lessons from Poland’s rapid transition to high-income status. What can other countries learn from this experience? These policies are benchmarked against other new HICs to discern those unique to Poland. During the process of rapid economic change, challenges emerged that will be discussed in the section on insights for Poland’s future.

**LESSONS FROM POLAND’S PAST**

Poland’s economic ascent was driven by remarkable policy continuity inspired by a widely-shared vision. After the initial big bang reforms following transition, the creation of more inclusive political institutions and the EU accession made it possible to form a broad-based consensus among political leaders on a vision of a market economy with solidarity. This vision helped sustain the reforms through 17 governments. The continuity of Poland’s policy through the structural reform process (e.g., trade openness, competition) contrasts strongly with the policy reversals found in many trapped MICs (e.g., Argentina).

Poland successfully sequenced the transformation of its political and economic institutions, which now largely resemble those of other new HICs. After the initial big bang approach to starting up a market economy, Poland created a broad-based political consensus around the strategic vision for the country—a socially-responsible market economy based on solidarity between socioeconomic groups. This was achieved domestically by creating more inclusive political institutions through the democratization of both national and local governments. Poland put in place strong mechanisms for ensuring that different groups could effectively participate in the political process and stricter accountability of government operations. The economic institutional transformation included establishing market-based competition for goods and services, free movement of labor and capital, protection of property rights, sound economic regulation to foster market-based competition, prudent banking and financial sector regulation, constitutionally binding fiscal rules, and adequate bureaucratic capacity and accountability at national and local levels to implement these policies and deliver basic public services.

**Anchoring the reforms mattered.** Poland was able to galvanize political support for the reform of institutions around a common goal: accession to the EU. Poland adopted the EU’s _acquis communautaire_—the EU’s policy package—wholesale, and it quickly became the largest recipient of EU structural funds. Poland and the other new HICs in the EU (Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia) were all successful at using EU accession as an external anchor for institutional reforms. This was perhaps because of their shared history with European neighbors to the west, which facilitated relatively rapid and fundamental reform: there was a relatively recent institutional memory of the political and economic institutions common to the earlier EU members.

This “pincer” movement of sequencing and anchoring proved highly effective. It started with rapid liberalization, followed by creation of the basic political institutions of good governance to create political consensus for deeper economic institutional change, while externally anchoring the reform agenda to EU accession. Together the democratization of local institutions, which avoided elite capture, and the commitment to EU institutions, which helped push reforms through, exerted complementary pressure on institutional reform and acted as a perfect pincer movement. It was this pincer movement between the sequencing of domestic reforms and the external anchoring that provided the basis for the sustained commitment, coordination, and cooperation necessary to implement a wide-ranging policy reform agenda and create a successful market economy (see also Campos et al. 2014). This sequencing and anchoring sets Poland apart from several other economic success stories, which opened up their economies before creating more open and inclusive political institutions.

Poland inherited a relatively well-functioning bureaucracy, which it did not dismantle but gradually transformed. Once its political independence was established, the national bureaucracy proved to be more capable than originally anticipated. It was gradually reformed to increase transparency and accountability. Poland’s national bureaucracy developed into an effective public management system, absorbing large EU funds efficiently. It implemented a huge privatization program and created an investor-friendly regulatory environment, exemplified by Poland’s quick ascent into the category of globally recognized good business environments. The government taxed public enterprises heavily if they exceeded spending targets, created several institutions to oversee administration and provide essential checks and balances, and nurtured a stable and qualified human resource base, while offering generous pension benefits to older civil servants. The stellar performance of the public management system
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ensured sound fiscal management (revenue collection and spending controls) and effective development planning, with well-developed capacities for both strategic planning and compliance.

Increased bureaucratic accountability enabled successful tax reform. Poland undertook fundamental tax reforms, shifting tax collection away from production and large public enterprises toward consumption, workers, and small businesses. This created substantial and sustainable fiscal space. That the government was able to do so is testimony to the legitimacy citizens accorded it. Without reforms to political institutions, this would have been difficult to achieve. The fiscal space created made it possible for Poland to successfully weather major global crises in 1998 and 2008.

Local governments were subject to increased political accountability. Together with steady resource flows, combined with additional local revenues, they became effective in service delivery. The restoration of democratic, autonomous local and regional authorities played a prominent role in Poland’s improved governance. Decentralization in Poland was implemented in two stages, in 1990 and 1999. The early reforms transferred decision-making authority to elected municipal governments and passed down central government tasks and some revenue-raising authority. The second round of administrative reform reduced the number of provinces, restored counties, and decentralized public programs and services to these two levels aimed to increase citizen involvement and improve public service delivery.

Strong and accountable local governments improved service delivery. Local governments were strong in promoting education, health, and public investment. Most local governments perform equally well, unlike their counterparts in some other EU countries. Local governments successfully implemented centrally-designed policies in education, health and public investment. And they absorbed large amounts of EU funds for investment, further supporting regional growth. In addition, subnational governments were able to increase local revenues, legitimized by greater resource flows, combined with additional local revenues, they became effective in service delivery. The restoration of democratic, autonomous local and regional authorities played a prominent role in Poland’s improved governance. Decentralization in Poland was implemented in two stages, in 1990 and 1999. The early reforms transferred decision-making authority to elected municipal governments and passed down central government tasks and some revenue-raising authority. The second round of administrative reform reduced the number of provinces, restored counties, and decentralized public programs and services to these two levels aimed to increase citizen involvement and improve public service delivery.

Strong and accountable local governments improved service delivery. Local governments were strong in promoting education, health, and public investment. Most local governments perform equally well, unlike their counterparts in some other EU countries. Local governments successfully implemented centrally-designed policies in education, health and public investment. And they absorbed large amounts of EU funds for investment, further supporting regional growth. In addition, subnational governments were able to increase local revenues, legitimized by greater political accountability. This also helped to smooth the impact of the economic downturn, unlike in some other EU countries that responded to the economic crisis by making ad hoc cuts in intergovernmental transfers. In Poland, the government continued to fully fund local government mandates and made no drastic ad hoc changes to the system of local financing, thus helping local governments to sustain vital services.

Figure 4. High GDP Growth and Low Volatility Support Graduation to High-Income Status

A SUSTAINED, STABLE GROWTH PATTERN DRIVEN POLAND’S EFFECTIVE MACROECONOMIC POLICIES

A sustained, stable growth pattern drove Poland’s effective macroeconomic policies. Poland and the other new HICs had more stable macroeconomic environments than the trapped MICs. During their upper-middle-income period, the annual average rate of GDP growth of the new HICs exceeded that of the trapped MICs by just above 1 percentage point, and for the new HICs growth volatility, measured by the average standard deviation of GDP growth, was more than 1 percentage point lower than for the trapped MICs (Figure 5).
Like other new HICs, and unlike the trapped MICs, Poland’s greater openness to trade enabled it to reap larger productivity gains and deliver higher economic growth. Poland experienced remarkable trade integration: the share in its GDP of trade went from 61 percent in 2000 (far below the trapped MIC average), to 94 percent in 2014, the average for the new HICs. Poland also scores high in the Open Markets Index, which captures market access and barriers to entry. Greater openness promoted competition and improved technological awareness, leading to increased firm productivity.

More openness enhanced the performance of Poland’s exports along three main dimensions—export growth, market and product diversification, and product quality. More trade opportunities, stronger import competition, and declining regulatory barriers to firm entry and exit enabled more productive firms to grow while hastening the exit from the market of less productive firms—a pattern common when trade is liberalized (Aghion and Bircan 2017). Export growth was impressive, peaking at 40 percent in 2004 and remaining well above global and EU averages for the decade to 2015. Exports also achieved substantial market and product diversification, on a par with high-income peers. During this period, Polish exporters gained market shares in all top 10 destinations, and in relatively sophisticated products. As in many other countries, Polish exports were highly concentrated in a handful of “superstars” that accounted for about 70 percent of exports in 2013. However, the contribution of big firms to export growth has fallen from about 80 percent in 2006 to 52 percent in 2015, indicating that gains from openness to trade accrued not only to the large and powerful but also to smaller firms. Exported products also achieved higher quality, converging with that of more mature EU members, like Spain.

Sequencing also helped reforms to have some immediate impacts as integration gathered momentum. Integration of Poland’s trade with the rest of the world started with an impressive reduction of tariffs in the early 1990s. This brought most-favored-nation tariff rates down to the EU average even before accession in 2004, helping markets get the prices right and opening up access to the large Western European market and its advanced technology. From then on, the focus was on the more difficult reforms of soft infrastructure (behind-the-border reforms) and then hard infrastructure to heighten the competitiveness of Polish exports not only in the EU but also in the rest of the world. This effort was remarkably successful.

Trade openness facilitated greater participation of Poland and other new HICs than trapped MICs in global value chains (GVCs), which in turn enhanced integration and brought the new HICs significant economic benefits. GVC participation helped improve the performance of Polish firms through three channels: First, it provided access to quality inputs, capital goods, and technological transfers. Second, it increased competition, strengthening the incentives for firms to improve. Lastly, it provided new opportunities for innovation in processes and products through exchange of information and knowledge, which allowed firms to learn what others were doing, how they were doing it, and the advantages and disadvantages of particular activities. With such information, firms leveraged comparative advantages to meet the competition by adapting current or adopting new processes, functions, and products. GVC participation also made it easier for firms to increase the sophistication of their production because they no longer needed to master all the stages in production of given goods, focusing instead on tasks in which they had comparative advantage.

The “neighborhood effect” of bordering Germany—an economic powerhouse and one of the world’s three GVC nodes—helped Poland firmly integrate into the internationally competitive German production networks. As in other Central and Eastern European countries (Georgiev et al. 2017), GVCs boosted total factor productivity and economic growth in Poland. Deeper economic integration with Germany was an important driver of the recent firm dynamics observed in Poland. In fact, following EU accession, total factor productivity and employment grew relatively faster among firms operating in sectors where Germany had greater industrial capacity and outsourcing potential.

Connecting to global and regional markets was also made easier through the substantial improvements in infrastructure, both soft and hard. First, Poland recorded major gains in soft infrastructure—border and transport efficiency—before EU accession, and then made steady gains in hard infrastructure—transport and information and communications technology (ICT)—largely funded by the EU. These improvements helped Poland to surpass the hard infrastructure levels of trapped MICs and narrow the gap with new HICs. The significant infrastructure improvements also helped link Poland’s peripheral areas to domestic as well as external markets.
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Poland also connected to global markets through migration. The magnitude of labor migration has been substantial: Poland experienced much higher emigration of workers than other new HICs and EU accession countries, with the exception of Romania. The emigration of workers increased following EU accession, and by 2014, the number of Poles residing abroad exceeded 6 percent of the population.

Until now, migration has not led to labor market shortages. In the early phases after the transition, migration helped to reduce what was then a labor surplus. The migration avoided the hysteresis that persistent high levels of unemployment could have brought about. This is similar to the role migration played in Southern European countries after World War II. The migrants were mainly young and educated workers, particularly post-accession. The downside was a brain drain, largely concentrated in certain regions, with a consequent negative impact on local economies.

More recently, the emergence of labor shortages was curtailed by the global financial crisis. The direct brain gain, if any, has been small because few migrants have returned. However, the prospective benefit of emigration has given families strong incentives to invest in education and skills improvement, which in turn has made the Polish economy more attractive for foreign and domestic investment in modernizing sectors. The development of these sectors is key, given that migrants working abroad often find themselves often in jobs for which they are overeducated.

Poland’s productivity growth was driven by market forces through three channels: productivity-enhancing reallocation of resources between sectors (structural transformation), within sectors (between firms), and within firms. These gains resulted from both increasingly better allocation of resources from the less to most productive sectors, as well as reallocation of resources from low to high-productivity firms as the former left the market. And as manufacturing pulled labor from agriculture, the latter responded by increasing its labor productivity.

One-fourth of Poland’s growth in manufacturing productivity during 2000–14 is explained by structural transformation. This process led to more efficient reallocation of resources between sectors. Labor moved from low productivity agriculture to higher productivity services, such as retail and wholesale trade, transport, and professional services. Manufacturing slightly contracted in Poland and other new HICs (except for Slovakia) but remains a larger sector than in trapped MICs. These trends are the hallmark of a successful transformation from agriculture to manufacturing.

The remaining three-fourths of Poland’s growth in manufacturing productivity is explained by efficient reallocation of resources within sectors. This refers to reallocation of resources between firms within the same sector as inefficient firms shrink and efficient firms expand ("creative destruction"; see Figure 7).
Finally, productivity also improved within Polish firms as they reorganized, expanded, and upgraded management. These gains were reaped not only by foreign firms but also by domestic firms independent of their size. In contrast to trapped MICs, the productivity gains were supported by expansion of efficient small firms into larger firms, not just expansion of large firms.

Economic growth was also spurred by an impressive accumulation of physical and human capital responding to market needs. While the emphasis on physical capital accumulation as the main driver of growth is similar for both the new and trapped MICs, its composition is different. Poland and the new HICs give more weight to ICT capital investment to facilitate technological upgrading. Capital accumulation took place as a result of the integration of capital markets and EU structural funds, and education reforms supplied the higher skills needed as production processes grew more complex. Test scores for the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) show that Poland’s increase in the quality of its education was one of the fastest among Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries in the last decade. This provided workers with an improved set of skills to move from farms to factories. The rise in the supply of graduates and skilled labor was in line with the demands of the market as it grew in size and complexity: returns to education at secondary and tertiary levels were stable over time. As in other new HICs, in Poland the growing market economy saw a steady increase of employment in higher-skilled, nonroutine cognitive activities, matching the increasingly sophisticated market structure of the economy (Figure 8). The decline in middle-skilled occupations reflects the growing use of ICT to substitute for workers in these categories (e.g., automation of back office functions).

Including

Poland’s pattern of economic growth was inclusive: Prosperity was shared. This helped ease the social strains associated with the dramatic restructuring of the economy over the past two decades. The particular pattern of growth achieved increased jobs and wages across the board, reduced poverty, and kept inequality minimal. Between 2005 and 2014, Poland’s Gini coefficient fell from 0.351 to 0.343 and other indicators of poverty also declined significantly (Figure 9). An increase in the minimum wage relative to the median wage also contributed to reducing poverty.
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Inequality in incomes and wealth was kept in check. Poland follows a pattern common to the other new HICs: they typically have less income inequality than the trapped MICs (Figure 10). Poland has significantly smaller wealth inequalities than many European established and new HICs, as evidenced by a lower Gini coefficient for net wealth (0.58 vs. 0.76 in Germany and 0.73 in Hungary). Although wealth inequality is more pronounced than income inequality (the Gini coefficient for net income is 0.38), the difference is no higher than in other HICs (NBP 2014).

Competitive markets, equality of opportunity, and effective public service delivery were the main factors that supported the sharing of prosperity to all citizens. Competitive and well-regulated markets for labor, capital, products, and services provided business opportunities for firms and jobs for workers. Increases in access to education (especially the proportion of workers with tertiary education) and education quality led to across-the-board gains in educational outcomes, raising labor productivity. In both education and health care, access to improved services was provided to all, without significant regional differences.

The markets rewarded increased labor productivity with higher salaries across the distribution. This, together with increased labor force participation (including by older workers due to retirement reforms) and increases in the minimum wage, raised labor incomes, which helped reduce poverty and keep inequality at bay. At the lower end of the market, a national minimum wage policy regularly and significantly has pushed up the minimum wage in the last decade to enable low wage earners to share in the productivity gains. Between 2005 and 2014, labor incomes went up in real terms for all groups, but the real minimum wage grew nearly twice as fast as the average wage.

The key factor that helped avoid increases in inequality was improved access to education across income groups and regions. Education policies created broad-based equality of opportunity. This is a pattern common to the new HICs. It can be seen, for instance, in the smaller differences in educational attainment between regions within countries, as for Poland (Figure 11). Effective policies included extending the length of general education, implementing a national system of examinations and tests, substantial increases in teacher salaries, and relatively high levels of overall public spending on education. As a result, among all OECD countries Poland has one of the largest shares of attainment of at least upper secondary education by 25–34-year-olds. The proportion of Polish 25–34-year-olds who have acquired tertiary education also increased sharply between 2000 and 2014, from 14 to 43 percent, compared to the OECD average of 41 percent in 2014. Performance in reading, mathematics, and science, as measured by the PISA, is above the OECD average (OECD 2016). Importantly, the PISA scores on, for instance, mathematics show improvements across all income groups. Improved access to education accounted for 84 percent of the reduction in poverty over 2005–14.
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Economic growth also reached all Polish regions, supported by redistributive external (EU) transfers. During the past decade, some of Poland’s lagging regions grew above the country average (5 percent in nominal terms) and some of the richer regions grew below the country average (Figure 12). As a result, Polish regional income disparities are actually smaller than in most other new HICs, and on par with Germany or Finland (Figure 13). Regional inclusion was supported by providing lagging regions with larger capital transfers (mainly EU structural funds and agriculture direct payments). For instance, for 2004–13, the lagging regions of Eastern Poland received on average annual EU-related payments exceeding 2.5 percent of GDP, significantly higher than the 1.7 percent average for Poland as a whole. Nevertheless, significant regional differences remain; on average GDP per capita is about 30 percent higher in regions bordering Germany in the west than in regions bordering Belarus and Ukraine in the east.

Regional equalization mechanisms introduced in the 2000s, contributed to the inclusive educational and health outcomes. Poorer regions have the highest enrollment rates in both urban and rural areas. Competence test results in primary and secondary schools are also not related to a region’s development, and regions with low GDP per capita have lower ratios of primary and secondary students per teacher. And while the density of the number of physicians1 was below other HICs, these resources were much more equally distributed. This pattern changes only for the availability of hospital beds.

Figure 12. Regional GDP: Average Annual Nominal GDP Growth, 2005–14

Figure 13. Regional Income Disparities: GDP per Capita as a Percent of the National Average, 2013

1 The number of physicians includes general practitioners and specialists actively practicing medicine during the year in both public and private institutions. Density of physicians is defined as the number of active physicians per every 1,000 people.
Like the rest of the world, Poland now faces a different global context. It is one of lower growth and greater uncertainty. Manufacturing is less labor intensive than before. The fourth industrial revolution, characterized by the automation of production processes, is causing the loss of significant numbers of medium-skilled workers in the developed world.

Poland’s growth challenge is not unique. Sources of growth that delivered major increases in prosperity in Poland now have less scope to bring about further large improvements in incomes. Many countries that reached high-income status have experienced relatively slow growth since. From the 1960s to the 1990s, only 10 countries entered the HIC club and had average annual GDP per capita growth close to or above 2 percent (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Achievement of High-Income Status and Average GDP Growth, 1965–95

The key external anchor of Poland’s reforms—the EU—has weakened. Accession and commitment to the EU’s acquis communautaire was a key factor driving the vision and consistency of the reforms which propelled Poland into high income status. However, this anchor now faces challenges of its own:

- Despite this progress, many Europeans consider the Union as either too distant or too interfering in their day-to-day lives. Others question its added-value and ask how Europe improves their standard of living. And for too many, the EU fell short of their expectations as it struggled with its worst financial, economic and social crisis in post-war history (European Commission 2017:6).

Against this backdrop, Poland is facing substantial challenges of its own. As incomes rise, so do people’s aspirations, with economic convergence with advanced neighbors not taking place as fast as desired. Demands for better governance are growing sharply due to perceptions of widespread corruption in government and poor functioning of the judicial system. Poland’s workforce is aging. Wages have been growing relatively slowly despite persistent economic growth. Job insecurity has increased since the global crisis, with Poland having the highest share in Europe of temporary jobs, so-called “junk” contracts. And throughout a period of profound economic change, overall social assistance has been low and mostly limited to poverty-targeted programs.

Governing

To make growth more inclusive and meet the new aspirations, a new political consensus around vision and institutions needs to be forged. Poland needs to continue working on fostering more inclusive political and economic institutions to maintain the political consensus that has served it so well in the past. Central to that vision is better governance towards inclusive, transparent and client-oriented institutions. Citizens’ trust in government needs to improve by making public service more client-oriented, less corrupt, more transparent, and more efficient, and by involving citizens more directly in governing and the delivery of public services.

Strengthening governance also boosts the economy’s ability to innovate and continue the rapid growth in incomes. As economies enter the high-income group, weaknesses in economic institutions such as the rule of law, property rights, and the quality of governance become increasingly important to sustain convergence (Plekanov 2017). Poland’s ratings on governance are approximately equal to the average of the new HICs, but well below that of established HICs (Figure 3). Addressing gaps in governance matters, because the incentives of firms to innovate are positively correlated with institutional variables such as the rule of law and democracy (Nguyen and Jaramillo 2016). Cross-country evidence shows that the correlation between democracy and innovation and growth becomes more positive and significant as economies reach the technological frontier (Aghion et al. 2014).

Priority governance reforms include enhancing the rule of law, with a focus on the judiciary; strengthening regulatory quality by increasing competitiveness and innovation; enhancing voice and accountability; and improved government capacity to design, implement, and evaluate policies. Poland also trails more developed countries in the utilization of new public management processes and in the use of ICT to promote accountability and responsiveness. Further modernization of the administration will be needed to sustain growth as the economy becomes increasingly complex and knowledge-driven.

Poland’s political and economic institutions need to be rooted in a homegrown social and political consensus, if the policy consistency that has helped Poland so much in the past is to continue. Poland adopted the acquis communautaire speedily and wholesale based on its shared European institutional history. However, for some of these institutions, there may not have been sufficient time to allow changes in them to put down roots. Strengthening governance supports both the needed consensus building and growth—innovation thrives in a good governance environment.
Sustaining Poland’s record of high, stable growth will require adjustments to fiscal policy. Fiscal rules have contributed to fiscal stability but need strengthening. Increased flexibility in budgetary processes (for example, by reducing the number of expenditure items that are subject to automatic indexation), more rigorous review of spending proposals, and adoption of a medium-term expenditure framework could not only make fiscal policy more flexible but also strengthen control over public finances.

For their part, local governments need to mature into responsible partners of the central government in fiscal management, supported by local capacity-building not only in management but also in economic analysis. Central government should encourage greater local autonomy, for example by ensuring that local governments have greater control over their own revenues and allowing them to take a more flexible approach to the economic cycle. At the same time, local governments must face hard budget constraints to ensure discipline.

Government will need to create the fiscal space to deal with the increasing pressures coming from aging, the inevitable decline of EC structural funds for investment, and a more uncertain global context. Population aging presents a considerable challenge to productivity and fiscal sustainability in Poland. Its age-dependency ratio is projected to exceed almost all HICs, new and established, by 2050. Aging could reduce the average productivity of the workforce and place significant demands on social security transfers, potentially threatening the sustainability of the pension system and the provision of health care to the growing older generation. Lowering the retirement age when life expectancy is improving puts significant pressure on public finances and could exacerbate the threat of poverty for future pensioners, in particular women, whose retirement age was lower than men’s under the old system. It will thus be important for the government to manage the projected growth in publicly financed age-related spending. Creating fiscal space will also be important to continue financing investment as EU structural funds gradually fall, as well as to support countercyclical policies to address external shocks.

Ramping up domestic savings is particularly important to finance the large investment needs, sustain dynamic productivity growth, maintain income in an aging society and reduce vulnerability to external conditions. Consumption-led economic growth over the last two decades has increased convergence, but it is also a source of risk. From 2004 until the crisis hit in 2008, private consumption increased to more than 80 percent of GDP, significantly above the levels in other HICs, new and established (Figure 15). Private consumption growth was fuelled in part by rising incomes but also by strong and mostly foreign-financed credit growth. The contribution of investment to GDP growth was significantly lower than the contribution of consumption, although EU funds increased investment after Poland’s accession in 2004. The high level of domestic consumption, fuelled by borrowing and a high reliance on EU15 countries for exports and capital inflows, has created macroeconomic vulnerabilities that were exposed in the wake of the global financial crisis and the resulting economic slowdown.

Higher savings would enable Poland to reduce its vulnerability to interruptions in foreign financing, increase growth through more investment, improve the resilience of the financial system, and raise pension benefits. In addition to higher overall income levels, savings can be supported by raising household propensities to save and limiting government dis-saving. There is scope for the government to strengthen individual incentives to save (such as through private retirement savings) and increase the availability of saving instruments. Further development of a local currency capital market can also create a more stable domestic financial system that is less reliant on bank funding and supplies the instruments that savers need, directly or indirectly (World Bank 2014).

Connecting Poland must now move up within the GVC by improving the business environment for more sophisticated tasks so as to base competitiveness on quality rather than cost. This challenge arises from increasing wages and an aging population, which together will undermine Poland’s comparative advantage based on low-cost labor, as is the case also for other new HICs. Focusing on other sources of comparative advantage, such as product quality and quality processing, will enable Poland to maintain competitiveness. However, when compared to other new HICs, Poland is a latecomer in implementing policies which would support such a move up the value chain. Such policies would focus on technology adoption, product standards, the business environment, and trade in services. These would help Poland to
heighten the sophistication of its products and be integrated more deeply into GVCs, especially upstream. Poland’s performance in these areas is currently closer to that of trapped MICs than to its peer group. Firm and worker preparedness to adopt new ICT technologies (e.g., cloud computing, 3D printing, and online buyer-seller platforms) would enable Polish firms to keep up with the latest developments in German parent firms. Facilitating the development of ICT services and ICT-enabled logistics and business services would support the entry of domestic firms into GVCs as indirect contributors to exports.

Closing the hard infrastructure gap is a critical element for sustaining Poland’s competitiveness. The quality of Poland’s transport and ICT infrastructure, as measured by the global competitiveness index, is far below the level of established HICs. The gap can be addressed by increasing the effectiveness of spending by rebalancing infrastructure spending toward construction of high-speed roads—the density of high-speed roads in Poland is lower than in other high-income EU countries—and greater investment in maintenance of rail infrastructure (Poland’s rail investment as a share of GDP is far below other HICs, new or established) and local roads (since 2012 the percentage of national roads in acceptable condition has plateaued at 60–65 percent). It will also be important to rebalance demand between different types of transport while continuing to improve services and investing in intelligent transport systems solutions and ICT infrastructure generally. The resources for a ramped-up infrastructure program could come in part from higher revenues from road (e-tolling) and rail transport services and ICT-enabled logistics and business services would support the entry of domestic firms into GVCs as indirect contributors to exports.

Figure 16. Hard Infrastructure Indicator Averages, Poland and Established HICs
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Global Competitiveness Index, Quality of Overall Infrastructure, 1-7 (best).
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Global Competitiveness Index, 9th pillar: Technological Readiness, 1-7 (best).


Forward-looking migration policies could improve the contribution of immigrants to the economy, by bringing needed skills and innovative ideas, while compensating for Poland’s aging workforce. Poland will need both highly-skilled immigrants to meet the rapid demand for skills in the context of the emigration and aging of skilled workers, and low-skilled workers to fulfill basic jobs that may become unattractive as incomes and skill levels rise at the bottom of the income distribution. While the share of foreign-born workers in total employment is lower in Poland than in most HICs, new and established (Figure 17), temporary immigration is increasing. Policies that make the most of temporary migrants and encourage greater permanent immigration include implementing programs that would improve the productivity of immigrant workers, expanding opportunities for formal immigration, providing language training, incorporating immigrants into mainstream active labor management programs, removing barriers to their employment in the public sector, improving the process for recognizing foreign credentials, reducing discrimination in the workplace, and supporting immigrant start-ups. Problems unique to immigrants could be addressed by programs such as tailored approaches for disadvantaged youth with an immigrant background, linking child care with training of immigrant mothers, efforts to curtail illegal and unfair employment practices, improving workers’ rights, and opening selective channels into permanent employment and settlement.

Figure 17. Poland as a Migration Destination: Foreign-born in Total Employment, 2007, 2011, and 2014, Percent

Source: OECD 2015.

Growing

Poland is close to exhausting its engine of growth and will need to move on to a new model of growth driven by innovation. While imitation of existing technologies has driven technology diffusion and productivity on the way to high income, sustaining Poland’s convergence requires cutting-edge technologies and frontier innovation. While Poland can still benefit from absorbing advanced technology to increase TFP, the scope for this will narrow as Poland moves closer to the technologically sophisticated countries. Further increases in TFP will need to be driven by investment in human capital, research and development (R&D), and innovation. But Poland is far below established HICs in international rankings of the
policy framework to support innovation (Figure 18). The level of R&D public research and industries is low. And Poland, like Malaysia and Chile, still has a long way to go in terms of both protecting intellectual property rights (Figure 19) and ensuring the rule of law, both of which support engagement in innovation and the growth of innovative companies.

As Poland reaches the technological frontier, international evidence suggests that ensuring ever more intense competition, openness to trade, emphasis on research education, and equity financing become ever more important. More intensive investment by the private and public sectors in enterprise R&D will be critical to further technology adoption and to frontier innovation, as will be modernization of the public innovation system to support cooperation between scientific institutions and the private sector. Another important step to encouraging innovation is to lower barriers to competition, trade, and investment. Here Poland made considerable progress between 1998 and 2013. Nevertheless, performance remains uneven. Poland is ranked by the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business surveys below the EU average on half of the 10 areas surveyed, particularly in ease of starting a business. And with a financial sector still dominated by traditional banks, Poland will also need new financial instruments that are better-suited to the degree of risk inherent in innovation.

Trading services can further support growth, jobs and integration. This requires movement of people across borders, ease in establishing a local presence, and harmonious home–host regulations. Progress in Poland is mixed: travel and financial services have done well but other business services—especially those involving new technologies and the Internet—have not done so well. With better regulations, Poland’s trade in services could also increase significantly in size over the next decade and productivity in the general services sector would increase.

Supporting the development of the capital market would help open up access to equity financing for innovation. While bank finance is well adapted to the needs of imitative firms, equity financing (such as venture capital) is better suited to the needs of an innovative firm at the frontier (Aghion 2012). Poland’s financial system is heavily reliant on banking (Figure 20) and access to equity financing is more limited in Poland than in many HICs. Thus, there is a role for the Polish government to support the development of capital markets (bonds, equity, and insurance) by improving the regulatory framework, encouraging the growth of institutions such as rating agencies that are necessary for the market to function efficiently, providing services where private institutions are unwilling to participate (e.g., market-making) and taking steps to spur venture finance.

It would be in Poland’s interest to narrow the gap in the use of ICT and ICT-enabled services, especially those based on the most innovative technologies. Important measures would be to strengthen the rules governing e-commerce and the use of data for consumer protection, privacy, competition, and copyright protection; invest in infrastructure to speed delivery and promote high-speed broadband; reduce the administrative burden of doing business online; and support new approaches for content distribution and cross-sectoral online platforms designed to heighten the transparency and availability of information.

As Poland’s recent experience shows, there is still a challenging agenda with respect to inclusion, even in the context of general, broad-based improvements in welfare. Any increase in vertical or horizontal inequalities (in incomes and wealth, but also with respect to ownership, employment, or access to health and education) can foment dissatisfaction and make the social compact unstable. And while perceptions of the fairness of the economic system are rather high in Poland compared to the new HICs, continued improvements in the economic situation are likely to increase citizens’ attention to their relative position in the income and wealth distribution.

Poland’s rapid economic transformation has created a number of serious challenges. As noted, the absolute improvements in GDP per capita, incomes, and human capital were impressive. However, poor households and workers need to feel that they are sharing fairly in the rising prosperity and enhanced opportunities. In this regard, surveys that attempt to measure happiness show that the happiness of Poles has indeed been improving—but not commensurate with economic growth. In particular, in these surveys, people felt their lives improved rapidly in the early 2000s, but this was followed by a much slower rate of improvement from 2003 to 2015. And the poorest regions expressed the least happiness. Again, this did not change much between 2003 and 2013 (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. Happiness of People in Poland by Region, 2003 and 2013

Note: Poorer regions are in purple.
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Challenges in three areas deserve attention. Trends in these areas may have produced a sense of horizontal inequity and relative unhappiness. It may be that these relative, rather than absolute, deprivations are at the heart of the current political dynamics.

First, workers successfully responded to the competition coming from the market, but within the EU, Polish wages are among the lowest, and convergence is slow. In 2015, the average hourly labor cost (excluding agriculture and public administration) was €25.0 in the EU but just €8.6 in Poland, placing it in the bottom six of the EU28 countries. And the convergence with wages in Germany—its immediate neighbor to the west and an important destination for its workers—is occurring only slowly; productivity growth and real wages tracked each other significantly more in Germany than in Poland (Figure 22). For instance, between 2000 and 2016, Polish labor productivity (defined as the output of goods and services per hour worked) grew by about 51 percent, but compensation for workers grew only 33 percent.

Figure 22. Wages and Productivity, Germany and Poland, 2000–15

Source: EUROSTAT and OECD data.

At the same time, the share of labor in total income declined. The share went from 41 percent in 2000 to 37 percent in 2015, while the share of operating surplus (an indicator of profits) increased from 47 percent to 51.5—a historical high. This decline of labor’s share in Poland was the highest in new HICs and one of the highest in the established HIC group (Figure 23).

There was a marked decline in middle-skilled, middle-paying occupations (clerks, plant workers, and machine operators) and a substantial rise in temporary contracts. Middle-skilled jobs, which are often replaced by automation, are disappearing in Poland and many other countries (Figure 8). They are often replaced by far fewer high-skilled jobs or poorly paid low-skill jobs, comprising nonroutine manual labor, such as taxi drivers and cleaning personnel. At the same time, job insecurity as increased along with nonstandard contracts (Figure 24). While the resulting increased labor market flexibility contributed to growth, it also reduced incentives for on-the-job training and skills acquisition. And heightened job insecurity for workers is a serious downside that could undermine the social compact between employers, workers, and government.
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Figure 24. Nonstandard Employment Contracts, 2002–14, Millions

Source: Lewandowski and Baran 2016, based on Eurostat and Ministry of Finance data.

First segmentation of the labor market can be reduced. This could be achieved by changes to tax and social contribution regimes, streamlining legal dismissal procedures, and limiting the cumulative duration of temporary contracts. Increasing and improving enforcement of labor standards can also reduce job segmentation. Changes to labor standards that assist workers and their families to achieve a better balance between work and family can also help. Together, these measures could contribute to creating a better link between wage and productivity growth.

Second, improving social assistance programs and ensuring access to quality health and education for low-income groups would also strengthen the social compact while increasing the productivity of the future workforce. Social assistance spending in Poland is much lower than in established HICs. For instance, putting in place a better-targeted social safety net would support vulnerable groups such as the growing group of low-income pensioners.

In general, ensuring equal access to better health and preschool education services would consolidate and further expand the important gains Poland has made. Boosting the efficiency of spending on health constitutes part of the solution, since Poland spends considerably less on health services as a share of GDP than the established HICs. Another priority would be to channel more resources to preschool education (particularly for children under 2 years), where Poland has lower enrolment rates than the average for both new and established HICs. In addition, many people report having an unmet need for a medical examination, with twice as many low-income earners reporting unmet needs than high-income earners. Moreover, the situation of low-income groups has been improving more slowly than that of high-income groups (Figure 25).

Third, increasing the progressivity of the tax system would support shared prosperity. The redistributive effect of taxes and transfers in Poland is low compared to all other HICs (Figure 26). The redistributive effect of taxes and transfers in Poland is low compared to all other HICs (Figure 26).2

Figure 25. Unmet Needs for Medical Examinations, Selected HICs

Source: OECD.

Figure 26. The Redistributive Impact of Direct Taxes and Transfers

2 This is true whether pensions are treated as deferred income (with corresponding contributions as savings) or whether they are treated as transfers (with the corresponding contributions as taxes).
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Conclusion

Poland has come a long way since the early 1990s. Governing its remarkable ascent were inclusive political and economic institutions built on consensus around the vision of a socially responsible market economy. Favorable conditions compared to many other socialist countries at the start of the transition, the quick dismantling of price controls and trade barriers, and a comprehensive privatization program created a rapid transition to a market economy. Subsequently, the creation of more inclusive political institutions enabled the emergence of a strong and broad-based consensus to build a market economy based on solidarity and provided the consistency needed to pursue economic reforms in a focused and sustained fashion.

The result was an open economy, with trade oriented to the West, and improvements in the regulatory regime governing firm entry and exit, encouraging productivity improvements and facilitating the absorption of technology. Prudent fiscal policies, credible monetary policies geared to reducing inflation, and a sound and well-supervised banking system helped to maintain stability, assisted by countercyclical policies (rising fiscal deficits, reductions in interest rates and exchange rate depreciation) to sustain growth during the global financial crisis. This policy framework, which was strongly supported by the policy reforms surrounding EU accession and Poland’s access to GVCs through its ties to Germany, resulted in Poland’s rapid entry into the high-income country group after spending only a relatively short time as an upper-middle-income country.

Poland’s pattern of growth was inclusive—prosperity was shared. Growth increased jobs and wages across the board, reduced poverty, and kept inequality at low levels. Poland’s Gini coefficient actually fell slightly, and indicators of poverty declined significantly. Inclusive institutions, including the devotion of considerable resources to education and absolute increases in the minimum wage, were instrumental in creating this pattern.

However, Poland’s transformation is bringing new economic and demographic challenges. The creative destruction on which the growth process was based caused massive social change and, together with the automation trend, has caused a significant segment of working-class families to face heightened anxiety and uncertainty about their future. There is frustration even among those favored by the growth process as their aspirations of faster convergence with the advanced economies, in terms of governance and incomes, are not being met. Added to these pressures, Poland also faces a rapidly aging population that will require more targeted social spending to ensure fiscal sustainability. These increased demands are coming at a time when productivity gains from traditional sources of growth are declining and the economy faces greater global uncertainty.

Achieving the income levels of established HICs and accelerating convergence with Europe’s high-income member states will require new policies. While there is still some scope for catching up by absorbing advanced technology, increases in productivity will increasingly need to be driven by innovation. A range of policy reforms would contribute to more rapid innovation, for example, by making it easier to start a business, boosting investment in R&D, devoting more resources to education from pre-primary school to university, encouraging more permanent employment contracts to enhance incentives to train workers, improving connectivity through greater investment in hard and soft infrastructure, and supporting the growth of capital markets to increase the availability of finance, particularly for risky ventures.

It will also require redoubling efforts to reduce poverty and income inequality. Efforts to improve governance, where Poland ranks far below established HICs, are essential to establish the broad framework conducive to growth and social stability. High-quality institutions prevent elite capture, foster competition, and create trust in government. Improving the progressivity of the tax system, increasing public spending on health services and supporting targeted safety nets for disadvantaged groups would continue Poland’s achievements in ensuring equality of opportunity and rapid, sustainable growth in the coming years. Increases in the retirement age and measures to encourage both permanent and temporary migration could address the potential aging crisis.

A renewal of the broad consensus around the vision for the country will be needed for Poland to continue its ascent towards established HIC status and meet citizens’ expectations. A revitalization of the democratic consensus around a socially responsible market economy will help ensure the reform commitment and policy consistency that has served Poland so well so far.
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